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The Riccardo Challenge 
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Space is a great place 
  

Stable configuration - 
no tinkering 
Stable environment - 
calibratable 
Predictable constraints 
- schedulable 
Consistent output - 
data products 
What will it take to 
achieve this on the 
ground?
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Riccardo’s Courage
Changes to the way ground 
based astronomers work 

Stable configuration - ESO 
controlled facility instruments  
Stable environment - Spend 10% 
of (precious) telescope time on a 
calibration plan 
Predictable constraints - defeating 
the weather by active scheduling 
at the individual observation level 
- you don’t really need to be there 
…  
Consistent output - data and data 
products - quality controlled and 
delivered and archived for future 
use 
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The F word .. 
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Factory or

Facility ?
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Riccardo’s Trust
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Riccardo’s Trust
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Terabyte Ballet 
VLT Control System and Data Flow System
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Changing view of observatories
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NTT, VLT, ALMA, 
Gemini, CFH, Subaru, 
ELT, SKA,,, 
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Outcomes
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proxy for the resulting IQ of the science 
data a and we do not distinguish in the 
following between seeing requests for 
scheduling vs IQ requests in OBs.

6D�BNMRSQTBSDC�@�BTLTK@SHUD�CHRSQHATSHNM�
of time interval lengths as a function of 
seeing. An interval starts after a waiting 
period of 30 minutes, during which see- 
ing was at or below a target seeing value 
and ends after 10 consecutive seeing 
measurements above the requested value. 
This mimics a possible observational 
decision-making process at the telescope.

The results are presented in Table 1. In 
the case of typical seeing of 0.8 arc-
RDBNMCR������NE�@KK�HMSDQU@KR�@QD�KNMFDQ�
than one hour. As expected, the fraction 
of time intervals longer than one hour 
increases as seeing gets more relaxed. 
Given our choice that the interval end 
after 10 consecutive non-compliant see-

ing measurements, there can be quite a 
range of seeing values for the one-hour- 
long intervals. The last column of Table 1 
lists the mean seeing for all ~ one-hour 
intervals.

6D�SGDM�BNMRHCDQDC�GNV�SGHR�RHLTK@SDC�
one-hour duration OB success/failure 
rate estimate compares with what actu-
ally happens during SM observations on 
Paranal. The amount of time spent on 
observing OBs that are obtained during 
BNMCHSHNMR�NTSRHCD�NE�SGD�RODBHjDC�BNM-
straints and that are considered for repe-
tition varies from instrument to instru-
ment. For example, AO instruments, and 
the VLTI have a higher fraction, on aver-
age, of unsuccessful executions. On UT1 
and UT2 the fraction of observations exe-
cuted out of the constraints is between 
�Ű@MC������VGHKD�NM�43��@MC�43��HS�HR�
typically between 10 and 15%.

To assess the failure rate due to seeing 
alone, we analysed data from the night 
KNF�C@S@A@RD��VGDQD�SGD�ETKjKLDMS�NE�@KK�
constraints, including seeing, is consist-
ently recorded for each OB execution 
slot. As expected, the failure rate of OB 
executions due to unmet seeing con-
straints is higher for the most demanding 
.!R��%HFTQDŰ��

However, the overall failure rate is lower 
than implied by our analysis of seeing 
stability as reported in Table 1. Besides 
some scaling effects when converting the 
#(,,�RDDHMF�U@KTDR�SN�(0��SGDRD�NUDQ@KK�
low failure rates suggest that OBs requir-
ing close to median IQ (~ 0.8 arcseconds) 
are on average started under better initial 
RDDHMF����l���@QBRDBNMCR�

This would be a problem if the overall 
 distribution of requested IQ were similar 
to or better than the statistical IQ distribu-
tion of Paranal. This would show itself if 
the IQ distribution of attempted OBs were 
skewed towards larger IQ with respect to 
the IQ distribution of scheduled OBs (and 
thus systematically resulted in unobserved 
requests with good IQ). However, this is 
not the case; the pool of available OBs 
binned by seeing and execution time is 
RGNVM�HM�%HFTQDŰ��6D�ENTMC�HS�SN�AD�UHQST-
ally indistinguishable from the distribution 
of attempted OBs that failed as a result  
NE�ONNQ�RDDHMF��%HFTQD����3GHR�HMCHB@SDR�
that the low failure fraction is not due to 
the systematic avoidance of demanding 
OBs, but the simple unavailability of such 
OBs, as already anticipated from the 
 distribution of the requested seeing in the 
RBGDCTKDC�2,�QTMR��%HFTQDRŰ��@MC����3GD�
actual conditions on Paranal allow ESO 
SN�BNMRHRSDMSKX�ETKjK�(0�QDPTDRSR��RHMBD�SGD�
distribution of requested IQ is more con-
servative than the real distribution. By 
implication, this also means that the frac-
tion of failed observations is lower than 
the one estimated by the analysis of time 
intervals when seeing is stable at or below 
a given value.

Summarising the results of our study, an 
@M@KXRHR�NE�#(,,�RDDHMF�RS@AHKHSX�@MSHBH-
pates that 37% of time intervals that 
started with a seeing of 0.8 arcseconds 
will be shorter than one hour in length. 
More generally, the length of time over 
which one can be assured of having see-
ing no worse than S is shorter for smaller 
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Requested seeing (arcseconds)

)LJXUH}�� OB failure rate due to seeing as a function 
of requested seeing independent of OB length.

Requested seeing 
(arcseconds)

Percentage of intervals 
longer than one hour

Mean seeing (arcseconds) 
ENQ�@KK�]ŰNMD�GNTQ�HMSDQU@KR

�� 57 ���

0.8 �� 0.87

1.0 70 ���

1.2 �� 1.29

1.4 82 1.52

�� 82 1.70

1.8 83 1.89

2.0 87 2.11

Table 1. Results of see-
ing stability analysis 
A@RDC�NM�#(,,�C@S@�
The second column lists 
the percentage of time 
intervals that are longer 
than 1h for a requested 
seeing (column 1). The 
last column lists the sta-
tistically weighted mean 
seeing for all intervals 
SG@S�@QD���l���LHMTSDR�
long.
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•! For%the%last%several%years%archive%papers,%defined%as%papers%in%which%none%of%the%authors%was%part%of%the%
original%observing%proposal% that% generated% the%data%used% in% the%paper% itself,% have% contributed% to%about%
25%% of% the% output% of% refereed% papers% that% make% use% of% ESO% data.% This% average% number% varies% quite%
considerably%across%instruments.%For%example,%54%%of%the%papers%in%the%year%2015%that%include%HARPS%data%
used%archival%data% (broken%down% into%36%%using%only%archive%data%and%19%%using%both%archive%and%new%
data).%UVES%also%has%an%above%average% fraction%of%archive%papers% (42%% in%2015).%These%percentages%are%
very%close%to%what%is%recorded%for%HST,%for%which%one%paper%out%of%two%uses%archive%data.%At%the%opposite%
end,%in%the%same%year,%90%%of%the%VLTI%papers%only%used%new%data,%with%none%using%only%archive%data.%

About%25%%of%the%archival%papers%use%data%that%were%never%published%by%the%team%that%proposed,%and%was%
awarded%time%for,%the%original%observations.%Seeing%it%from%a%different%perspective,%about%5%%of%data%from%
the%LPO,%including%the%APEX%antenna,%are%only%published%as%archive%papers.%

%
Figure&8&Fraction&of&papers&making&use&of&VLT&archival&data&as&a&function&of&time&(data&from&the&ESO&Telescope&Bibliography,&telbib.eso.org).&
The&VLT&started&regular&science&operations&on&April&1st,&1999.&After&an&initial&rampKup&phase,&for&the&last&several&years&archival&papers&have&
contributed&about&one&quarter&of&the&VLT&science&output&in&terms&of&refereed&publications.&

•! Three% times% as%many% users% browse% the% SAF% as% download% data% (as% judged% by% the% number% of% unique% IP%
addresses%used%to%connect%to%it).%This%suggests%a%considerable%room%for%growth%as%the%content%and%features%
of%the%SAF%keep%becoming%richer.%

E.2.!The)ALMA)Science)Archive)
The%ALMA%observatory%has%incorporated%a%science%archive%right%from%the%beginning.%It%has%a%much%shorter%history%
than%that%of%the%LPO,%but%some%interesting%trends%on%the%use%of%the%archive%and%its%positive%impact%on%the%use%of%
ALMA%data%are%already%apparent.%The%stats%presented%here%are%courtesy%of%Felix%Stoehr,%ALMA%Archive%Subsystem%
Scientist%(see%also%Stoehr%et%al%2015,%The%Messenger,%162,%30).%

•! Public%data%already%make%up% for% the%majority%of%all%downloads% from%the%ALMA%archive,%both% in% terms%of%
volume%and%of%users.%

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%% %
Figure&9&Fraction&of&downloads&of&public&vs&proprietary&data&in&terms&of&data&volume&(left&panel)&and&users&(right&panel).&
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possible so as to present the data in a 
user-friendly way, rather than couched  
in the technical terms used within the 
archive itself (for example, as calibrated 
kTWDR�@MC�V@UDKDMFSGR��Q@SGDQ�SG@M�
CDSDBSNQ�BNTMSR��NQ�@M�DMFHMDDQHMF�
description of the instrument setup).

$FFHVV�SRLQWV�WR�WKH�GDWD

Different types of user interaction are 
supported:
– �,QWHUDFWLYH�DFFHVV��VDA�O@FDR�SGQNTFG�

which users can browse and explore 
the assets with interactive, iterative 
PTDQHDR�3GD�QDRTKSR�NE�RTBG�PTDQHDR� 
are presented in real time in various 
S@ATK@Q�@MC�NQ�FQ@OGHB�ENQLR��@KKNVHMF�
an evaluation of the usefulness of  
the data which can then be selected  
for retrieval.

– �3URJUDPPDWLF�DFFHVV� whereby  
users are able to formulate complex 
PTDQHDR�SGQNTFG�SGDHQ�NVM�OQNFQ@LLDR�
@MC�RBQHOSR��NAS@HM�SGD�KHRS�NE�L@SBGHMF�
assets, and retrieve them.

– �$FFHVV�E\�WRROV� whereby data are 
 discovered, selected and accessed 
SGQNTFG�SNNKR�MNQL@KKX�CDUDKNODC�AX�
third parties, which are external to  
the web access channel. These tools 
often implement sophisticated data 
G@MCKHMF�B@O@AHKHSHDR��RTBG�@R�3./" 3 5 
ENQ�B@S@KNFTDR��NQ� K@CHM 6�ENQ�HL@FDR

%TQSGDQLNQD��HM�NQCDQ�SN�ETKjK�SGD�ONSDMSH@K�
NE�LTKSH�V@UDKDMFSG��LTKSH�LDRRDMFDQ�
science, ESO data need to be easily 

 discoverable and handled so that they 
B@M�AD�TRDC�SNFDSGDQ�VHSG�C@S@RDSR�EQNL�
other observatories and data centres. 
The natural framework for this is within 
the Virtual Observatory (VO); compatibility 
and interoperability with the VO is there-
ENQD�@�GHFG�KDUDK�FN@K�ENQ�SGHR�OQNIDBS

(M�SGHR�jQRS�QDKD@RD��OQNBDRRDC�C@S@�EQNL�
the LPO are supported. Future plans 

HMBKTCD�DWO@MCHMF�SGD�RTOONQS�SN� +, �
processed data and raw data from the 
LPO. It is planned that these new access 
ONHMSR�VHKK�FQ@CT@KKX�QDOK@BD�SGD�BTQQDMS�
NMDR�ENQ�+@Ű2HKK@�/@Q@M@K�C@S@��VGHKD�
 +, �VHKK�JDDO�L@HMS@HMHMF�@�CDCHB@SDC��
separate access.

7KH�(62�$UFKLYH�6FLHQFH�3RUWDO

The most immediate way to access the 
MDV�@QBGHUD�RDQUHBDR�HR�SGQNTFG�@�VDA�
application, the ESO Archive Science 
Portal 7��TRHMF�@MX�QDBDMS�UDQRHNM�NE�SGD�
most popular internet browsers. A 
RBQDDMRGNS�NE�HSR�K@MCHMF�O@FD�HR�RGNVM�
HM�%HFTQDŰ��3GD�VHMCNV�HR�CHUHCDC�HMSN�
three main sections: a sky view in which 
the content of the ESO archive is dis-
OK@XDC�SNFDSGDQ�VHSG�A@BJFQNTMC�HL@FDQX�
such as the DSS; a table in which details 
of individual datasets are shown and from 
VGHBG�ETQSGDQ�@BSHNMR�B@M�AD�SQHFFDQDC��
RTBG�@R�@BBDRRHMF�OQDUHDVR��@MC�@�RDBSHNM�
HM�VGHBG�PTDQX�BNMRSQ@HMSR�B@M�AD�RODBH-
jDC��AX�DWOKHBHSKX�DMSDQHMF�SGDL�@MC�NQ� 
AX�RDKDBSHMF�U@KTDR�NQ�Q@MFDR�NE�U@KTDR�
@QQ@MFDC�HM�E@BDSR�0TDQX�QDRTKSR�B@M�AD�
sent to suitable external applications for 
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)LJXUH}���3GD�FQNVSG� 
of distinct users of 
 processed data in the 
archive as a function  
NE�SHLD�3GD�FQDDM�KHMD�
displays access to prod-
ucts contributed by the 
community (deployed  
on 25 July 2011), the 
blue line shows access 
SN�OQNCTBSR�FDMDQ@SDC�
at ESO (deployed on 
��Ű2DOSDLADQ��������
@MC�SGD�NQ@MFD�KHMD�HR� 
for access to either type 
of products.

— Generated at ESO
—  Contributed by the 

community
— Either one

)LJXUH}���3GD�K@MCHMF�VDA�O@FD�NE�SGD�$2.� QBGHUD�
Science Portal. The celestial sphere is colour-coded 
@BBNQCHMF�SN�SGD�SXODR�NE�$2.�C@S@�BNMS@HMDC�@S�
each position (the sky viewer is CDS’ AladinLite6, the 
web version of Aladin). The entire content of  
SGD�@QBGHUD�HR�OQDRDMSDC�SGQNTFG�@FFQDF@SHNMR�NE�
��ŰO@Q@LDSDQR��VGHBG�B@M�@KRN�AD�TRDC�SN�DMSDQ�
PTDQX�BNMRSQ@HMSR��HM�@CCHSHNM�SN�PTDQXHMF�AX�NAIDBS�

coordinate or name, as resolved by the CDS’s 
 Sesame service �. In order to serve different use 
cases, they are a combination of physical charac-
SDQHRSHBR�NE�SGD�C@S@��DF��RHFM@K�SN�MNHRD�Q@SHN��
�RDM�RHSHUHSX��RODBSQ@K�Q@MFD�BNUDQDC��RODBSQ@K�QDRN�
KTSHNM���SGD�NARDQU@SHNM@K�RDSTO��DF�jKSDQ�M@LD��
DWONRTQD�SHLD��@MC�SGD�$2.�NARDQUHMF�OQNBDRR
�DF�/(�M@LD��/QNFQ@LLD�(#�

“Shutter Open” efficiencies > 80% 
Delivering projects needing 10’s-100’s 
hours of seeing << 1”  
25% of publications from archive 
data 
new community of users - non-PIs 
using data products 
80% demand for Service Mode
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Riccardo - the mentor
“Always make a decision - with a bit of luck you’ll be 
right half the time ..”  

9

“Early to bed .. Early to rise ..Work hard .. and advertise….” 


